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Abstract: Probing light–matter interaction at the nanometer scale is one of the most fascinating topics of modern optics. Its importance is underlined by the large
span of fields in which such accurate knowledge of
light–matter interaction is needed, namely nanophotonics, quantum electrodynamics, atomic physics, biosensing,
quantum computing and many more. Increasing innovations in the field of microscopy in the last decade have
pushed the ability of observing such phenomena across
multiple length scales, from micrometers to nanometers. In bioimaging, the advent of super-resolution singlemolecule localization microscopy (SMLM) has opened a
completely new perspective for the study and understanding of molecular mechanisms, with unprecedented resolution, which take place inside the cell. Since then, the
field of SMLM has been continuously improving, shifting
from an initial drive for pushing technological limitations
to the acquisition of new knowledge. Interestingly, such
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developments have become also of great interest for
the study of light–matter interaction in nanostructured
materials, either dielectric, metallic, or hybrid metallicdielectric. The purpose of this review is to summarize
the recent advances in the field of nanophotonics that
have leveraged SMLM, and conversely to show how some
concepts commonly used in nanophotonics can benefit
the development of new microscopy techniques for biophysics. To this aim, we will first introduce the basic
concepts of SMLM and the observables that can be measured. Then, we will link them with their corresponding
physical quantities of interest in biophysics and nanophotonics and we will describe state-of-the-art experiments
that apply SMLM to nanophotonics. The problem of
localization artifacts due to the interaction of the fluorescent emitter with a resonant medium and possible
solutions will be also discussed. Then, we will show
how the interaction of fluorescent emitters with plasmonic structures can be successfully employed in biology for cell profiling and membrane organization studies.
We present an outlook on emerging research directions
enabled by the synergy of localization microscopy and
nanophotonics.
Keywords: fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy;
local density of states; localization artifacts; metal-induced
energy transfer; quantum yield; single-molecule localization microscopy.

1 Introduction
Nanophotonics is the science of light–matter interaction
at the nanometer scale, with the dual goals of controlling the propagation, generation, and detection of light
on one hand, and on the other hand of detecting, imaging,
and manipulating material degrees of freedom with spatial
resolutions down to nanometers [1, 2]. The drivers for this
field are manifold. A main driver over the past decades has
been the control of classical and quantum information.
From the viewpoint of classical data transport, classical
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
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microphotonics with fibers and waveguides hits the main
roadblock that integration density of microphotonics is
poor, and on-chip generation and nonlinear operations
with light can hardly be achieved [3]. For this reason, there
has been a strong push to miniaturize optical waveguides
and resonators. A primary aim of tighter confinement of
optical modes is not only to improve the potential for
higher integration density of photonic components, but
also for increasing light–matter interaction strength by
virtue of the stronger electric field per photon [4]. Nowadays, nanophotonic structures for enhanced light–matter
interaction are developed for a plethora of applications
aside from classical and quantum information processing.
These applications range from biosensing and molecular spectroscopy [5, 6], to light-induced chemistry [7, 8],
nanophotovoltaics, and solid-state lighting [9].
Developments in the field of nanophotonics have
been strongly guided by the stringent requirements for
increased light–matter interaction [10, 11] that are set by
their applicability for cavity quantum electrodynamics in
the solid-state. Quantum information processing schemes
using light, for instance, require sources that are guaranteed to emit single photons on demand, and which
are furthermore indistinguishable in their properties. The
state-of-the-art is to use III–V semiconductors with single
quantum dots as emitters that are placed in microcavities
of high quality factor Q and with mode volumes as small
as the diffraction limit of light [12]. These microcavities are
realized in micropillar resonators [13] and photonic crystal
microcavities [14] with exquisite designs to maximize the
so-called Purcell factor or local density of states (LDOS)
that determines light–matter interaction. Both of these
types of structures use purely dielectric materials, and
leverage Bragg diffraction induced by wavelength sized
periodicity to generate optical band gaps, which provide
protection for carefully engineered line and point “defects”
(that act as waveguides and cavities) against leakage to the
radiation continuum. Nanoscale geometrical features control the precise electromagnetic confinement properties,
such as mode-volume electric field distribution and quality factor. Beyond making bright single photon sources
lie the challenges of reaching strong coupling and efficiently connecting many such solid-state emitters together
in quantum networks. While most mature in the III–V
material platform at cryogenic temperature, there is a very
strong push to expand these phenomena to other emitters,
such as defect centers in diamond [15] or transition-metal
dichalcogenide (TMDC) materials [16] with appealing spin
properties, as well as to reach operation regimes that are
not restricted to liquid helium temperatures.

In the push for developing structures that exhibit
strong light–matter interaction at room temperature, plasmonic structures have emerged as alternatives that are
complementary to photonic crystals. Plasmonics uses
the resonant oscillation of electrons driven by light
in nanoscale structures made from noble metals [17].
Nanoparticles can thus act as resonant scattering objects
with very strongly enhanced local fields [18–20]. Compared
with microcavities, they trade in quality factor Q (storage
time for light in units of optical cycles) for confinement.
Recently reported [21, 22] self-assembled nanoparticle on
mirror structures have allowed to reach mode volumes as
small as 𝜆3 ∕106 and measured Purcell enhancements of the
order of 102 –103 , far in excess of what has been achieved in
dielectric microcavities. The bandwidths of such antennas
are set by the Ohmic loss of the metal and are invariably in
the range Q ≤ 10–40. The concomitant 20–100 nm spectral
bandwidth is commensurate with spectral bandwidths of
common room temperature emitters such as dye molecules
and colloidal semiconductor quantum dots.
Such optical modes with deep sub-wavelength confinement at visible wavelengths find many uses beyond
controlling single photon emitters. Indeed, one of the
founding publications on plasmonics is the seminal paper
by Stockman [23] proposing the so-called spaser as a
nanometer sized plasmonic version of the laser. In this
spirit, several groups have recently reported that plasmon antenna arrays coupled to dense fluorescent media
can act as nanolasers that leverage nanoscale electromagnetic confinement in concert with distributed feedback
[24]. Lasers are not the only light sources that nanophotonics seeks to improve. Although LED lighting is now
commonplace, many challenges remain in the field of
solid-state lighting. They particularly pertain to very high
power-density and high brightness applications, such as
required in the automotive industry and for projectors and
displays. While efficient blue LEDs are available, a main
challenge is the efficient conversion of blue LED light to
white light in phosphors, and particular to reach this conversion at very high power densities (current densities
reaching A/mm2 ) with simultaneously low material use.
Nanophotonic strategies to enhance blue light absorption, to accelerate phosphor emission, and to steer light
to create sources of controlled directionality are an active
field of research [9]. Finally, the very same nanophotonic
structures that can enhance light emission for quantum
sources and LEDs are also an important research topic in
molecular sensing and chemistry. From the outset, a main
driver for the field of plasmonics has been the realization
that extreme near field confinement through plasmonic
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resonances enables Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering
(SERS), amplifying the spectroscopic vibrational fingerprint of molecules by factors of >106 [25]. In recent years,
this has led to a revolution in vibrational spectroscopy of
molecules sometimes coined “molecular optomechanics”
[26], and enabled the controlled realization of atomic
scale optical mode confinement. Beyond vibrational spectroscopy, nanophotonics is also entering the field of
chemistry [8]. Light in very tight confinement can drive
chemical reactions through a plethora of effects that
include photochemical, photothermal, photocatalytic, as
well as hot-electron-driven processes [7].
This review is motivated by the observation that
super-resolution microscopy is instrumental in present day
nanophotonics, and that conversely nanophotonics can
contribute to super-resolution imaging techniques. Common to all of the developing strategies for harnessing light
on the nanoscale is that the photonic modes, and correspondingly the light–matter interaction strength, have
spatial structures on deep sub-wavelength length scales,
down to the single-digit nanometer scale. Understanding
nanophotonics thus immediately requires nanometer resolution for the assembly and for the microscopy of systems.
Traditionally this has been the realm of near-field scanning
optical microscopy (NSOM), wherein a sharp tip is brought
close to a photonic mode to convert some of the evanescent
field to a signal on a detector. Due to its mechanical raster
scanning nature, this is an exceptionally slow approach
that furthermore provides only limited spatial resolution
(routine 𝜆∕10, though 𝜆∕100 can be achieved at visible
or near-infrared wavelengths). Also, the detected signal is
tough to interpret in terms of the unperturbed electromagnetic fields of the structure at hand, and is not a metric
per se of, for instance, light–matter interaction strength.
In the context of bio-imaging, the last two decades have
seen the emergence of a variety of super-resolution techniques using solely far-field optics. With minimal modifications, these far-field super-resolution techniques can
be used to image metallic and dielectric nanostructures.
Combined with fluorescence lifetime measurements, the
strength of light–matter interactions can be directly measured at the relevant sub-wavelength spatial resolution,
with the potential to become a powerful experimental
tool in the fields of nanophotonic and plasmonics. Conversely, nanophotonic structures can be efficiently put at
the service of biophysical observations due to their ability
to create huge electromagnetic-field enhancements over
deep sub-wavelength length scales. Electromagnetic field
enhancements give access to boosted photon count rates
on one hand, and thereby access to increased sensitivity

or faster dynamic processes. The former has been elegantly exploited in a recent work in which addressable
nanoantennas with cleared hotspots, scaffolded by DNA
origami nanostructures, increase the average emission
rate of single emitters an average of 89-fold, enabling SM
detection with a standard smartphone camera for cheap
bioassay applications [27]. On the other hand, the deep
sub-wavelength structure of the electromagnetic field provides a means to improve spatial resolution. The discovery
that sub-wavelength apertures on a metallic film lead to
an enhancement of the transmitted light [28] (a so-called
zero-mode waveguide, ZMW), triggered the study of lipid
membranes [29, 30] and living cell membranes [31], with
a spatial resolution of several tens of nanometers and a
temporal resolution of microseconds. Even better performances were later achieved with in-plane antenna arrays.
These structures show a 104 –105 fluorescence enhancement, confined in a zeptoliter-volume nanogap [32]. Such
exciting properties were elegantly exploited to study the
dynamic nanoscale organization of mimetic biological
membranes and the diffusion dynamics of lipids in the
membrane of living cells [33, 34]. Thanks to the use of
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), fast temporal
dynamics (of the order of tens to hundreds of 𝜇 s resolutions) are accessible with a spatial resolution of 10 nm
[35, 36]. Another fascinating life-science application of
ZMWs is fast and long-read single-molecule sequencing,
where individual polymerase molecules are immobilized
in ZMWs allowing for watching base-by-base incorporation into a synthesized DNA strand with single-molecule
resolution and sensitivity [37]. Recently, this method was
enhanced to be able to detect DNA methylation on a single
molecule level [38], which is tremendously important for
epigenomics.
One of the pillars for resolving biological structures and structural organization below 10 nm is singlemolecule Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), in
which dipole–dipole interactions between a pair of single molecules is monitored. Interestingly, the use of subwavelength ZWGs can strongly influence the FRET efficiency [39–41], allowing for the observation of FRET
at distances that were previously inaccessible [42] and
for relative orientations between molecules for which
FRET would otherwise be forbidden [43]. Furthermore,
it has very recently been shown that the strong fluorescence enhancement generated by rectangle-shaped aluminum ZWGs makes possible the observation of the autofluorescence of single unlabeled proteins emitting very
weakly in the UV region of the spectrum [44]. This opens
very interesting perspectives in biophysics, allowing the
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optical detection of proteins without the requirement of
potentially disturbing external fluorescent labeling.
This review describes the exciting research at the confluence of nanophotonics and super-resolution imaging in
biophysics. As schematically presented in Figure 1, merging the scientific goals and technical developments of
both disciplines helps to extend both spatial and temporal resolution, opening new avenues for the development
of innovative techniques and for the study of new phenomena. To delineate the scope of this work, this review
will be particularly focused on the application of SMLM to
the imaging of nanostructured materials, and conversely
the use of nanophotonic engineering, particularly of plasmonic structures, to enhance super-resolution imaging of
biological samples. This paper is structured as follows:
after introducing the basic concepts of single-molecule
detection and localization in a homogeneous environment,
we will review in Section 2 the principles of the main SMLM
techniques commonly used in bioimaging. The most common ways of measuring fluorescence lifetimes will also
be detailed. In Section 3, we will introduce all the relevant
observables that are accessible when observing fluorescent
molecules, such as single emitter brightness, excited state
decay rate, radiation pattern, or emission spectrum. These
quantities will be linked to the parameters of interest in
nanophotonics, such as the local density of states (LDOS)
and its radiative and non-radiative contributions. Section 4
reports on state-of-the-art experiments using SMLM techniques for studying the optical properties of nanostructured materials. Both experiments based on measuring
fluorescence intensity and measuring fluorescence lifetime are reviewed. A discussion of the main challenges
encountered when applying super-resolution microscopy
to nanophotonics concludes this part. Section 5 reports
several experiments that take advantage of the presence
of nanophotonic structures to push further the limits of
SMLM, either by extending it to three-dimensional imaging, or by using new generation wide-field detectors capable of fluorescence lifetime measurements. The review then
concludes with discussing perspectives of future research
directions.

2 Far-field super-resolution and
lifetime measurements
The advent of super-resolution microscopy [45, 46] has
revolutionized optical microscopy over the last ∼30 years,
pushing the limits of spatial resolution by two orders of
magnitude down to the molecular length scale. E. Betzig,

S. W. Hell, and W. E. Moerner were awarded the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry 2014 for their achievements in this field, with
two separated work principles that are based, on the one
hand, on nonlinear techniques and, on the other hand, on
super-resolution SMLM with photo-switchable emitters.
The first of these far-field super-resolution methods
was STimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy
[47, 48], developed by S. W. Hell and co-workers in 2000.
STED microscopy uses the intrinsic nonlinearity of stimulated emission in fluorophores to narrow the point spread
function of microscopy to the nanometer scale. It was
later extended to Ground State Depletion IMaging (GSDIM)
[49, 50] and REversible Saturable OpticaL Fluorescence
Transitions (RESOLFT) imaging [51, 52]. Similarly, Saturated Structured-Illumination Microscopy (SSIM) [53–56]
exploits the nonlinear dependence of the emission rate of
fluorophores (optical saturation), in this case excited by a
structured illumination pattern.
Conversely, stochastic super-resolution techniques
use prior knowledge to beat the Abbe diffraction limit.
While the famous Abbe diffraction limit puts a lower bound
on the spacing at which two nearby objects can be resolved
with an optical microscope, it does not actually constrain
the accuracy with which one can pinpoint the location
of a single emitter as long as one has a priori knowledge
that the emitter is an isolated single object. Developments
in the field of single-molecule spectroscopy, partly led by
W. E. Moerner and co-workers [57, 58], combined with
the proposals by E. Betzig to separate the detection of
single emitters of densely labeled samples in the farfield, spurred the development of alternative methods that
use single-molecule localization in wide-field images [59].
Among these methods are PhotoActivatable Localization
Microscopy (PALM) [60], fluorescence PALM (fPALM) [61],
Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM)
[62], direct STORM (dSTORM) [63], Point Accumulation
for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (PAINT) microscopy
[64], and more recently MINimal photon FLUXes (MINFLUX) [65], which are all grouped under the umbrella of
the acronym SMLM.

2.1 Single-molecule localization microscopy
basics
SMLM relies on the fact that one can localize the center
position of an isolated emitting molecule with much higher
accuracy than the width of the molecule’s image, the latter
being defined by the point spread function (PSF) of the system, first determined by Ernst Abbe in 1873 leading to the
famous Abbe resolution limit [66] dAbbe = 𝜆∕2NA, where 𝜆
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Figure 1: Graphical table-of-content of the
review. Interaction between biophysics and
nanophotonics can benefit both fields, pushing forward the current technical limits and
allowing the study of new phenomena.

is the wavelength of light and NA is the numerical aperture
of the optical system. Roughly speaking, the localization
precision to pinpoint a single isolated emitter scales as the
diffraction-limited resolution divided by the square root of
the number of detected photons as a direct
√ consequence
of the central limit theorem, Δloc ≈ dAbbe ∕ N, neglecting
here for simplicity all sources of noise like background or
detector pixelation [67]. For example, a molecule that delivers 104 detectable photons can be localized ca. 100 times
better than the classical resolution limit. In a typical SMLM
image of biological samples, the localization precision is
on the order of Δloc ≈ 10 nm, depending on the nature
of the fluorescent emitter. By recording many images of
well-separated molecules by using fluorescent labels that
can be switched between non-fluorescent and fluorescent
states, one can generate a super-resolved image with a resolution that is in principle limited only by the number of
photons detectable from a single molecule and the ability
to properly sample the structure of interest (see Figure 2a
for an illustration of the principle).
Above, we have stated that the localization precision
with which the position of a single emitter can be determined depends solely on the number of detected photons.
However, the center of mass of a single-molecule image
does not always reflect the true position of the emitter. It
is therefore important to introduce the difference between
localization precision and localization accuracy. Accuracy
refers to the ability to estimate a given parameter, in our
case the position of a single fluorescent molecule. Precision refers to the ability to obtain close estimations of the

same parameter in a repeated series of measurements. In
other words, one can obtain a high localization precision
in the estimation of the emitter’s position without reflecting the true position of the emitter, thus having only a low
accuracy. This situation of high precision and low accuracy
typically reflects systematic errors or statistical biases in
the measurements or the chosen PSF model.
The first source of systematic error in SM localization
is the assumption that fluorescent emitters act as pointlike sources of isotropic emission. Fluorescent molecules
are better described as oscillating electric dipoles with an
angular distribution of emission that is not isotropic. If
the emission dipole is either aligned with or perpendicular
to the optical axis of an imaging system, the PSF in the
far-field is indeed centered at the position of the dipole.
However, in the general case of an arbitrary orientation,
the PSF shape will be non-symmetric with a center of mass
laterally shifted with respect to the true position of the
emitting molecule [68]. Fluorophore orientation can thus
be a source of systematic error in its localization, leading to localization errors of up to 100 nm for out-of-focus
molecules within the microscope’s depth-of-field [69]. Several approaches, that we will not further describe in this
review, can be used to determine the orientation of a fixed
emitting dipole, notably including Fourier plane imaging
microscopy [70–72], Fourier plane manipulation [73] and
filtering [74], or single-molecule polarization microscopy
[75, 76].
In bioimaging, we also need to take into consideration that fluorescent molecules serve as tags of other
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Figure 2: Basics of single-molecule localization microscopy and the most common SMLM-based techniques.
(a) Principle of SMLM. In a classical fluorescence microscopy image where all the fluorophores emit simultaneously, the spatial resolution
of the image is fundamentally limited by diffraction (a1). In SMLM, single emitters are stochastically activated to become fluorescent,
and they are imaged as well-defined individual PSFs until photobleaching. This process is repeated typically for tens of thousands of frames.
For each frame, single molecule images are identified and fitted with a Gaussian function to retrieve their center of mass (a2). Subsequently,
a super-resolved pointillistic image can be reconstructed (a3), where the chosen size of the reconstruction spot typically reflects
the localization precision. (b) SMLM techniques. (b1) In PALM, a fluorophore in dark state D is photoactivated by UV light, it transits into a
fluorescent state F, and then undergoes photobleaching (P = photobleached state). (b2) dSTORM uses a stochastic transition of fluorophore
between a dark state D and a fluorescent state F achieved by addition of blinking buffer and exposure to the visible light. (b3) DNA-PAINT is
based on a transient binding of short piece of DNA carrying a fluorophore, imager strand (violet), against its complementary docking strands
(yellow) which are in turn covalently bound to the target of interest, therefore bypassing the limitation of fluorophore photobleaching.

biomolecules of interest. The labeling strategy will therefore play an important role in determining the localization
accuracy and precision, and ultimately the final resolution of the reconstructed super-resolution image. On the
plus side, the labeling of a molecule of interest with a fluorophore will result in the fluorophore having a certain
orientational flexibility depending on the stiffness of the
linker between the target molecule and the fluorophore
tag. This leads to continuous reorientation of the tag on
time scales much shorter than the typical camera integration time. As a consequence, the PSF captured in one
frame of the camera in the far-field will be an average of
different dipole orientations rendering it symmetric, and
its center of mass will accurately reflect the position of
the emitter. However, due to the finite linker length, the
position of the emitter does not completely coincide with

the position of the molecule of interest, and the length of
the linker between them will translate into a systematic
localization error of the target.
In nanophotonics, the incipient use of SMLM to characterize light–matter interaction in the presence of resonant nanostructures needs also to deal with an additional
important source of systematic error due to the efficient
coupling between fluorophore emission and nanophotonic
structure. The difference between the actual position of
an emitter and its estimated position using the center of
mass of the far-field emission pattern can lead to mislocalizations of hundreds of nanometers depending on the
structure and on the orientation of the emission dipole. We
will discuss this problem and outline possible strategies to
address it in Section 4.3 and 4.4.
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2.2 SMLM techniques and labeling
strategies
In SMLM, the means to achieve switching of emitters
between non-fluorescent and fluorescent states depend on
the nature and photophysics of the emitters, as well as
the chosen labeling strategy. Here, we will briefly discuss
the differences and implications of the main approaches,
that are sketched in Figure 2b. PALM uses photoactivatable fluorescent proteins (PA-FPs) that can be one-time
photo-converted from a non-fluorescent into a fluorescent
state, from where they irreversibly photobleach. When
exposed to a photoactivation laser, PA-FPs undergo a conformational change that renders them fluorescent. Since
the process of photoactivation is independent for each
molecule, the activation of the fluorophores is stochastic,
and the number of active fluorophores at a given time must
be controlled via the activation laser power. The greatest
advantage of this approach is that it is compatible with
live-cell imaging, but suffers from a relatively low number
of detected photons per fluorophore compared with other
methods, having thus a lower localization precision. In
the original STORM publication, labeling was done using
antibody-based immunostaining with cyanine dyes [62],
and the separation in time of fluorescent emission from
individual dyes was achieved by inducing stochastic blinking of a Cy5 dye by coupling it together with a Cy3 dye
on the same antibody. Shortly after, the development of
chemical buffers that induce photoblinking via a redox
reaction made it possible to use conventional dyes without
the need of a second dye (direct STORM or dSTORM). The
high extinction coefficients and excellent photon yields of
organic dyes make them excellent candidates to obtain
better localization precision compared with fluorescent
proteins. dSTORM [63] facilitated the quick spread of SMLM
across many biological labs that already had some experience with fluorescence microscopy techniques. While
originally the downside of STORM and dSTORM was that,
due to the use of antibodies, these techniques were mainly
restricted to be used with fixed and permeabilized cells or
on the cell membrane surface, the development of innovative labeling strategies and improved chemical dyes has
circumvented the need for transfection, allowing imaging
in live cells with organic dyes providing better brightness and accessibility to cell biologists [77]. Similarly, the
improvement in stability and on/off control of fluorescent
proteins for quantitative super-resolution microscopy has
blurred the list of pros and cons of choosing fluorescent
proteins or chemical dyes for a given experiment.
One of the most recent and potentially most powerful SMLM techniques is Point Accumulation for Imaging in

Nanoscale Topography (PAINT) microscopy [64]. In PAINT,
a structure of interest is labeled with a non-fluorescent
binding target, against which fluorescently labeled ligands
can reversibly bind with high specificity. The ligand bound
to the target site can be individually seen in a widefield image and can be localized as in conventional
PALM/STORM. The ligand affinity determines the “ontime”, which is the time the molecule is bound to the
target site before being released into solution again. The
concentration of ligands in solution determines the ligand
“off-time”, which is related to the probability with which
a ligand finds its target protein. Binding/unbinding events
are recorded in a raw data movie and appear similar to
blinking events in PALM/STORM, so that the same data
analysis procedure as in PALM/STORM can be applied.
The core and important advantage of PAINT when compared with PALM/STORM is that PAINT is not limited by
photo-bleaching of the used fluorescent dye: any target
site is seen again and again each time a new fluorescently
labeled ligand binds to it, providing a clear advantage in
terms of signal-to-noise ratio. For this reason, PAINT can
achieve principally unlimited spatial resolution down to
the sub-nanometer length scale.
A special variant of PAINT and the current state-of-the
art of this technique is DNA-PAINT [78–80]. Here, the target and ligand molecules are short single-stranded DNA
molecules, which thanks to designability of DNA allows
for a perfect tuning of binding/unbinding kinetics and
which also makes DNA-PAINT highly suitable for multiplexed imaging. The latter can be implemented for fast and
simultaneous imaging of multiple targets using kinetic barcoding [81] or, alternatively, imaging of targets one-by-one
as realized in Exchange-PAINT [82]. As an example, in ref.
[83], different organelles and cellular structures in the same
single cell were imaged by using different ligand/target
DNA pairs for the different structures of interest, and by
performing DNA-PAINT in a sequential manner using a
dedicated microfluidic robot that allows to exchange solutions in the sample chamber in a fully automated and
highly controlled manner. In the context of using SMLM for
nanophotonics, DNA-PAINT is particularly interesting as it
allows to repeatedly sample the local environment at the
same point-like region where the ligand’s target is functionalized, allowing for a better measurement of light–matter
interaction at the nanoscale.
The latest addition to the SMLM family is MINFLUX
[65]. The core idea is to scan a sample with a donut-shaped
excitation focus, and to deduce a molecule’s position
with high accuracy from the recorded photons at various scan positions. The qualitatively new and decisive
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advance introduced with MINFLUX relies on the fact that
single-molecule localization/tracking accuracy increases
tremendously by using a donut-shaped focus with zero
intensity in the middle instead of a conventional laser
focus. With MINFLUX, it is indeed possible to localize single molecules with sub-nanometer accuracy by detecting
as few as some hundred photons [65, 84].
Other than the ability of SMLM to pinpoint the position of a point-emitter with nanometer accuracy, which
directly depends on the number of detected photons and
thus the nature of the fluorophore, another crucial aspect
of SMLM is its capacity or lack thereof to properly sample
the structure of interest, which directly impacts the final
resolution of the pointillistic reconstruction of the sample.
An image can be reconstructed with precisely localized
molecules, but the labeling density does directly affect
the capability to resolve features of interest in a sample.
The relation between labeling density and the ability of
correctly reconstructing sample features is quantitatively
described by the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem. In
short, in order to claim an image spatial resolution of X
nm, one needs to sample the structure at a minimum
of X ∕2 nm. This means that one needs to factor in both
the localization precision and the labeling/sampling density in order to claim a given image spatial resolution. In
practice, the resolution does also depend on a multitude
of other factors such as systematic biases, the underlying spatial structure, data processing and so on. Today’s
standard approach to determine the spatial resolution of
a super-resolved image without any a priori information
is to use Fourier ring correlation (FRC) that allows for
assessing the spectral image-content signal-to-noise ratio
[85], a technique commonly used in cryogenic electron
microscopy (cryo-EM). On that note, the adoption of data
analysis algorithms originally developed for cryo-EM have
the potential to unravel new information in SMLM experiments. One example can be found in the work of Salas and
coworkers, who applied cryo-EM analysis and 3D reconstruction approaches to two-dimensional SMLM data of
macromolecular structures [86]. While in this section, we
have described the principles of 2D SMLM super-resolution
experiments, we will develop further the challenge of axial
super-localization of molecules in Section 5.1.

2.3 Fluorescence lifetime measurements
Until now, we have discussed how SM detection can be
used to retrieve the position of molecules of interest with
nanometer accuracy and some of its limitations. In the
standard implementation of these techniques, however,
the information provided by the fluorescence lifetime is

not retrieved, mainly due to the difference in time scales
needed to take a SMLM image (tens of milliseconds) and
the typical fluorescence decay times on the nanosecond
timescale. However, the fluorescence decay time (excited
state decay rate) can carry precious information about the
local environment of an emitter. For example, the fluorescence lifetime can be exploited to study light–matter
interaction in nanophotonics; to probe changes in the
local environment like viscosity, pH or polarization; to
study conformational changes and dynamics of macromolecules; or to monitor molecular interactions, among
many other applications. Fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy (FLIM) is thus a powerful technique used to
distinguish between different emitters and/or to probe the
local environment of an emitter.
While there exist many different techniques to measure fluorescence lifetimes, time-correlated single-photon
counting (TCSPC) is considered the most robust and sensitive, as it is independent of excitation intensity fluctuations
and operates at shot noise level (single-photon detection). In the weak-coupling regime, the excited state of
an emitter decays exponentially in time with a characteristic decay time, its fluorescence lifetime 𝜏 = 𝛾 −1 , where 𝛾 is
the spontaneous decay rate. In TCSPC, the detection times
of individual photons after pulsed excitation are digitally
measured with an electronic timer. The recorded detection
delays Δt are then used to build a discrete histogram of
representing the fluorescence decay curve (see Figure 3).
However, the resulting TCSPC histogram of singlephoton detection times will represent the actual fluorescence decay only if two strict conditions are observed:
maximally one photon can be counted during one excitation/detection cycle and the time between two consecutively detected photons has to be larger than the dead
time of the detector and electronics (on the order of a few
tens of nanoseconds). This has the effect that at high count
rates, when the time between detected photons approaches
this dead-time, one does no longer detect all photons hitting the detector, which leads to a distortion of the finally
measured fluorescence decay curve (so-called pile up).
Therefore, standard TCSPC measurements set the photon
excitation/detection rate to ca. 0.01 of the maximum possible detection rate to obtain TCSPC histograms that reflect
the true fluorescence decay. Moreover, the time between
two subsequent laser excitation pulses should be roughly
5 times longer than the fluorescence decay time to allow
for a unique assignment of a detected photon to the correct
laser pulse that generated it.
Ideally, the laser excitation pulses as well as the instrument response function (IRF) of detector and electronics
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Figure 3: TCSPC principle for fluorescence lifetime measurements. A pulsed laser excites an emitter to its excited state, and the detection
times of individual fluorescence photons are repeatedly measured and digitized by the TCSPC electronics timer (left panel). Arrival times Δt i
are retrieved to build a fluorescence decay histogram over time. An exponential fit of the histogram is typically used to retrieve the
characteristic fluorescence decay time 𝜏 (right panel).

should be perfect delta functions, so that the measured
TCSPC histogram would be only determined by the fluorescence decay properties. However, in practice, this is
never the case. This means that when evaluating TCSPC
histograms, one has to take into account the finite temporal width of the excitation pulses and the IRF of the TCSPC
measurement system. Both these quantities, pulse width
and IRF width, ultimately determine the shortest measurable lifetime. The precision with which a given fluorescence
lifetime can be estimated does ultimately depend on the
number of collected photons (shot noise), but also of additional noise (electronics noise, jitter), and in the case of
multi-exponential decays, on the proximity of the different
decay times [87].

3 Relevant photophysical
quantities
The main measurement scenario considered in this review
is that of obtaining super-resolved information from fluorescence microscopy data that is obtained from single
fluorophores at a time. This information is then used as
a reporter of geometry, local physico-chemical environment, and/or local nanophotonic mode properties. In this
section, we define the main observables that are accessed
by an experimentalist in fluorescence microscopy, and
we will link them to nanophotonic parameters that can
be measured in super-resolution imaging. Each of these
observables is impacted and can be manipulated by the
nanophotonic environment of an emitter.

3.1 List of observables
We consider the standard picture for molecular emitters,
sketched in Figure 4a. If a fluorophore is illuminated by

a pump laser of intensity I P [W/m2 ], there is a probability
for the molecule to absorb a photon and to become excited
from its electronic ground state |g⟩ to its electronic excited
state |e⟩. This probability is set by the molecular absorption
cross section 𝜎 a at the pump energy ℏ𝜔p . The pump rate,
i.e. the rate at which the fluorophore goes through excitaIP
𝜎a . After excitation,
tion–emission cycles, is set by P = ℏ𝜔
p

the fluorophore rapidly (within picoseconds) thermalizes
with the environment, leaving the electron in the lowest vibrational level of the first electronic excited state.
From there, usually a set of available decay channels is
available, which includes non-radiative decay channels
that do not lead to an emitted photon, as well as radiative decay channels to a single, or to various final states.
The probability that a given excitation cycle leads to an
emitted photon is quantified by the quantum efficiency
QE of emission (quantum yield), which can be written as
QE = 𝛾 rad ∕(𝛾 rad + 𝛾 nonrad ). This highlights the fact that the
quantum efficiency is the result of a competition between
two rates: 𝛾 rad is the radiative decay rate connected with
fluorescence emission while 𝛾 nonrad quantifies the intrinsic
non-radiative decay rate of the molecule. The total decay
rate is the inverse of the fluorescence lifetime. The radiative
rate is determined by the fluorophore’s oscillator strength
according to Fermi’s Golden Rule. The emitted photons are
spectrally red-shifted in energy (Stokes shift), and there is
no coherence between emitted photons, or between emitted and absorbed photons. Once a photon is emitted, it
is not necessarily detected. Instead, the detection probability is defined by the angular distribution of radiation
(radiation pattern) and its overlap with the collection aperture of the optics, and finally by the quantum efficiency
of the detector. This picture leads to the following list of
observables:
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Figure 4: Photophysics of a quantum emitter in the near field of a nanophotonic structure (a) Sketch of solid-state emitter (transition dipole
moment μ) next to a nanophotonic resonator, schematized as the cuboid object, to illustrate photophysical and nanophotonic concepts. The
emitter is pumped at rate P from the ground state |g⟩ into the excited state vibrational band |e⟩. From there, it can decay radiatively (rate
𝛾 rad ), or non-radiatively (intrinsic rate 𝛾 nonrad ). The nanophotonic structure can accelerate the rate of decay through the local density of states
𝜌̃ 𝜇 (𝜔, r) to 𝛾nonrad + 𝛾rad 𝜌̃ 𝜇 (𝜔, r), where 𝜌̃ 𝜇 may itself fall apart in contributions to free space, loss in the resonator, and/or guided modes.
(b–e) Calculations of pump field, LDOS, LDOS decomposition, and radiation patterns for the case of an Au nanocube on an Au mirror, spaced
by a 10 nm oxide layer, as pioneered by Akselrod [21]. We assume a 75 nm cube (Lorentz–Drude model for dielectric constant). Panel (b)
shows field enhancement for external driving (linear polarization in the plane of plot, 710 nm wavelength). Panel (c) shows an LDOS map in
the plane midway the spacer at about 680 nm. The LDOS is strongly dependent on where the source is located under the cube. (d) Cross cuts
in LDOS, decomposed in radiative and nonradiative part, for a dipole orientation μ = (2∕3, 1∕3, 2∕3) (arbitrarily chosen), and along the cube
diagonal as indicated. There is an almost three orders of magnitude variation over a 100 nm distance. For this frequency (chosen in between
two resonances for illustration purposes), the LDOS is due to the superposition of two antenna modes, each with a very different radiation
pattern. The radiation patterns in (e) show strong position dependencies and asymmetries, due to the far-field interference of the cube
modes (three choice antenna positions indicated lozenges in (c)). Results obtained by COMSOL Multiphysics, using the RETOP
package [88].

Brightness/collected photon flux CCD/CMOS cameras and single photon counters ultimately count the number of photons per time collected from a fluorophore. The

collected number of photons per unit time is set by the
product
IP
𝜎a × QE × C × 𝜂

ℏ𝜔 p
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where the collection efficiency C is itself an overlap integral
of the angular distribution of radiation (property of the
sample) and the geometry of light collection (e.g. NA, setup
properties), while 𝜂 is the detector efficiency [20, 89, 90].
Total fluorescence decay rate Time-correlated single photon counting measures the distribution of arrival
times of photons relative to laser excitation pulses. From
the resulting decay traces, one can extract the total decay
rate 𝛾 = 𝛾 rad + 𝛾 nonrad (inverse fluorescence lifetime) as
explained in Section 2.3.
Quantum efficiency The quantum efficiency QE or
quantum yield of fluorescence is a quantity that is not
directly accessible by experiment, as it defines the ratio of
total emitted photons (emitted in all directions) to total
absorbed photons. Since the pump rate and collection
efficiency of photons are highly convoluted quantities,
assessing the quantum efficiency of single fluorophores
is extremely challenging. An important technique is to
compare pulsed and continuous-wave (cw) excitation to
explore emitter saturation. When saturating fluorescence
with pulsed excitation (pulses much shorter than the fluorescence decay rate, and repetition frequency much slower
than fluorescence decay), the pump rate approaches the
laser repetition frequency. This nonetheless leaves the
photon collection efficiency as an unknown. An excellent
review of the difficulties of measuring quantum efficiency
is provided by ref. [91]. An elegant absolute and calibrationfree technique of measuring quantum yields of single
emitters is to measure the modulation of the fluorescence
emission rate in the vicinity of a planar metallic interface
[92–103].
Radiation pattern The radiation pattern (angular distribution of emission) of single nanosources is the distribution of light over the far-field angular degrees of freedom,
and can be viewed as the probability per steradian that
the emitted photon travels into a given direction. Backfocal plane microscopy, also known as Fourier microscopy,
k-space microscopy or conoscopy, can be realized with
standard high-NA fluorescence microscopes to record the
radiation pattern within the light collection cone of a
microscope objective [70–72, 104, 105]. This technique was
first applied to single molecules by Lieb et al. [70], demonstrating the strong modification of the radiation pattern
of fluorophores close to dielectric interfaces, depending
on dipole orientation and emitter-interface distance, as
mentioned in Section 2.1. Instead of Fourier imaging, one
can also use defocused imaging to reconstruct information
about the orientation of emitters [71]. Defocused imaging
does not strictly report radiation patterns, as opposed to

true Fourier imaging. When going out of focus, the resulting interference pattern of an emitter depends on the relative amplitude and phase of light emitted along different
angles, and thereby on the radiation pattern. We note that
holography allows phase resolved Fourier plane imaging
[105], but is difficult to apply to non-coherent fluorescence
emission.
Spectral properties of emission and excitation
Finally, all the properties outlined above can be measured
as functions of excitation and/or emission wavelengths.
Excitation spectroscopy of single emitters is highly challenging, but can report on the spectral structure of emitter
pump rate, either modulated by absorption resonances in
the matter, or by structures in the pump light. In emission, spectral changes as compared with “free emitters”
can report on relevant physics in two ways. First, if the overall (4𝜋 -sr integrated) spectral distribution of emitted light
is modified, this indicates a modification of the branching
ratio, i.e. the relative likelihood, of competing radiative and
nonradiative processes. Second, even if branching ratios
are unchanged, the radiation pattern of a source may be
modified due to angular and spectral filtering effects. An
emitter can thus be used as an “internal light source” to
perform spectroscopy on transmission probabilities from
inside a sample to a far-field detector.

3.2 Nanophotonic parameters of interest for
super-resolution imaging
The use of super-resolution microscopy in the domain of
nanophotonics has been mainly driven by the desire to precisely map the figures of merit of nanostructured environments for controlling light–matter interaction. We discuss
the physics of spontaneous emission control in nanophotonic resonators to explain what the main electrodynamic
quantities of interest are. Nanophotonic resonators can
enhance the brightness and emission decay rate of fluorescent sources in a number of ways, namely through
pump field enhancement, local density of optical states
(LDOS) modifications that can accelerate photon emission
but also can induce quenching, or emission directivity
[18, 20, 89, 90]. These concepts are illustrated in Figure
4b–e for the case of a nanocube-on-mirror system. This
interesting nanophotonic resonator was pioneered by
Akselrod et al. [21], and consists of a (mono-crystalline) Ag
or Au cube deposited on an Au mirror, with just a nanometric spacer. This system shows simultaneously strong pump
field enhancement, high spontaneous emission enhancement, and directional far-field emission. Throughout this
section we focus purely on the electromagnetic aspects of
fluorescence control. Particularly in plasmonic systems,
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and at very small separations between fluorophore and
metal, also electronic and chemical effects can occur that
can dramatically change emitter properties. Examples are
conformational changes of fluorophores in extreme confinement, electron transfer processes between fluorophore
and metal, and promotion or inhibition of photochemical
modifications of fluorophores as they are optically cycled.
For the strict purpose of mapping nanophotonic figures of
merit, these are undesired, parasitic effects. Conversely,
nanostructure-assisted photochemistry is a topic of large
interest in itself, to which we briefly return in the outlook
section.
The detected intensity of a fluorophore in a microscope
is generally understood to be enhanced by a nanophotonic
structure due to the product of three factors (subscript “ref”
to indicate absence of the nanophotonic structure):
P
QE
C
I
=
×
×
.
Iref
Pref QEref Cref
As long as the emitter is not saturated, the pump
enhancement P∕Pref simply maps the local pump-field
enhancement at the structure. The quantum efficiency can
be modified due to LDOS changes, while the collection efficiency C is influenced by the emission directivity induced
by a structure.
Excitation enhancement When considering pump
field enhancement, for optically driven fluorophores, a
nanophotonic resonator can significantly enhance pump
rates if the pump light is chosen to be resonant in frequency with a mode of the resonator. Particularly for
plasmonic resonators, such as metal nanoantennas, this
leads to strongly spatially varying pump field distributions
(see Figure 4b for the nanocube-on-mirror example). For
instance, reported pump field enhancements in bow tie
gap antennas and nanocube-on-mirror constructs are of
order 100–500× [21, 22, 106], confined to volumes no more
than 10 nm across. These distributions arise as the coherent sum of the input beam, and the scattered pump light,
which generally has both propagating components and
sharply confined near-field components.
Local Density of States For understanding light–
matter interaction in the weak-coupling regime, the socalled local density of optical states or LDOS is the central
quantity [107]. Its roots go back to a seminal note by E. M.
Purcell stating that the spontaneous emission rate of an
emitter located in a cavity of mode volume V and quality factor Q is proportional to the so-called Purcell factor
[108]. This has later turned out to be a specific example of
the more general fact that spontaneous emission rates can
be enhanced in proportion to the local availability of electromagnetic modes [103]. Qualitatively, the idea is that the

emission rate of a fluorophore is set by Fermi’s Golden Rule
to be proportional to the number of final states to decay
into. This includes both final electronic states for the emitter as well as available states for the emitted photon. On
this basis, Fermi’s Golden Rule can be rewritten to

𝛾=

𝜋

3ℏ

|𝜇 |2 𝜌𝜇 (𝜔, r),

(1)

where 𝜌𝜇 (𝜔, r) is the local density of states (LDOS),
which gives the number of states per unit volume and
unit frequency at frequency 𝜔, available to an emitter at position r with its dipole moment oriented along
𝝁. For dielectric systems, such as photonic crystals,
the LDOS can literally be calculated by enumerating
∑
eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations through all modesn |𝝁 ⋅
En (𝜔, r)|2 𝛿 (𝜔 − 𝜔n ) (mode eigenfrequencies 𝜔n and field
profiles En (𝜔, r)). For photonic systems with absorptive
and dispersive constituents, e.g. for emitters near metal
nanostructures, the LDOS can be calculated through the
imaginary part of the Green function [107]. Importantly, the
LDOS is a quantity that is strongly dependent on frequency
and on spatial position. A main challenge in nanophotonics in the context of light–matter interaction enhancement
is to identify the location of highest LDOS and to place the
emitter there.
Super-resolution imaging of fluorescent decay rates
can resolve LDOS at the nanometer scale. The idea is that
the fluorescent decay rate of a fluorophore changes with
LDOS as:
𝛾 = 𝛾nonrad + 𝛾rad 𝜌̃ 𝜇 (𝜔, r),
(2)
where 𝜌̃ represent the LDOS relative to that in vacuum,
and according to the rationale that only the intrinsically
radiative processes are susceptible to the electromagnetic
mode density. Measured changes in the total fluorescence
decay rate thus translate into a measurement of the LDOS,
on the proviso that the intrinsic radiative and nonradiative
decay rates are calibrated for the emitter a priori. Finally,
it is important to understand that the accelerated decay
𝛾rad 𝜌̃ 𝜇 (𝜔, r) itself contains both radiative and nonradiative contributions. For absorbing photonic structures, such
as plasmonic antennas, both excitation of plasmon resonances that are Ohmically damped as well as non-resonant
energy transfer to the metal contribute to fluorescence
quenching. This can be captured by a separation of the
LDOS into individual contributions, for instance as

𝜌̃ 𝜇 (𝜔, r) = 𝜌̃ 𝜇,free space (𝜔, r) + 𝜌̃ 𝜇,guided (𝜔, r) + 𝜌̃ 𝜇,loss (𝜔, r).
for photonic systems with a guided mode (e.g. waveguides, surface plasmon polaritons, nanowire). Into what
channels one has to separate the LDOS depends on the
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problem at hand. For instance, for plasmonic antennas
there is no guided mode, and the interest lies in maximizing 𝜌̃ 𝜇,free space (𝜔, r). In this picture, the ultimate system’s
quantum efficiency is modified by the nanophotonic structure, and becomes in itself a quantity of interest to resolve.
Figure 4c and d illustrate the LDOS and its decomposition
into radiative and nonradiative contributions for the case
of a nanocube-on-mirror patch antenna. Over nanometer length scales, the LDOS can vary by three orders of
magnitude.
Directivity Modifying the radiation patterns of light
sources in nanostructures is in itself an important goal
of nanophotonics. Control of emission directivity of single emitters such as quantum dots, organic molecules,
or solid-state color centers is pursued for their applications as single photon sources with improved photon
collection efficiencies [18, 20]. In a parallel development,
plasmonic and dielectric arrays and aperiodic structures
have been demonstrated to be highly effective for redirecting emission of ensembles of emitters, with possible uses
for remote phosphors in solid-state lighting [9]. For fluorescence microscopy, directivity enhancements by nanoantennas can significantly boost count rates per molecules
[109, 110]. Finally, directivity in emission is reciprocal to
directivity in absorption at the same wavelength [18]. Controlling directionality of absorption and emission is a main
goal for improving nanostructured photovoltaic devices
[111]. There are few main mechanisms that can generate
directional emission. One limiting case is when a light
source is coupled to a nanophotonic resonance with a high
Purcell factor. The high Purcell factor signifies that the
light source will mainly emit via exciting the resonator
mode, which in turn means that the far-field radiation
is essentially distributed along angles of the radiation
pattern of the resonator eigenmode. Thus, the radiation
pattern of a nanosource that is efficiently coupled to,
say, a plasmonic nanorod resonance, can be essentially
dominated by the electric dipole emission pattern of the
nanorod. More generally, in resonant nanophotonics an
emitter is coupled to several resonances at the same time,
such as the electric and magnetic multipolar resonances
of Mie scatterers or plasmonic oligomers [112]. In this
case, the radiation pattern is the coherent superposition
of the direct dipole emission that reaches the far field, and
that of the induced multipolar resonances. This interference mechanism underlies directional emission based on
Kerker-effects in light emitting metasurfaces. Multimode
interference does also occur for nanoparticle-on-mirror
patch antennas, in which electric dipole, magnetic dipole,

and quadrupole modes participate (for an example, see
Figure 4e).
Finally, diffractive effects and phased array antenna
physics can cause strongly directional emission. Diffractive
directional emission generally operates by first funneling emission preferentially into a waveguide mode, and
subsequently outcoupling the waveguided emission via
diffraction [9]. In plasmonic and dielectric systems with
surface lattice resonances, the emission behavior is determined by an interplay of grating diffraction on one hand,
and multipolar interference on the other hand. Thereby,
directivity can sensitively depend on source location, as
source location determines the relative amplitude and
phase with which the multipolar resonances in a structure
are excited. Unraveling the physics of directivity control
does therefore require the measurement of radiation patterns with Fourier microscopy of individual nanosources
that are pinpointed in space by a super-resolution technique. It was recently shown that this idea can even be
reversed: once a library of radiation patterns as a function
of position is measured, one can reconstruct the location
of source to within 10 nm precision simply by analyzing
its radiation pattern (radiation-pattern-based localization
microscopy) [113].

4 Super-resolution imaging for
nanophotonics: state-of-the-art
examples
As detailed in Section 3, one of the main challenges for
probing light–matter interaction in nanostructured materials is the measurement of the excitation enhancement,
LDOS modification, its radiative and non-radiative contributions, and the radiation pattern. Even irrespective of the
aims of nanophotonics for controlling light–matter interaction, super-resolving electromagnetic field distributions
in driven nanophotonic structure has been a main ambition
for the community of near-field scanning probe microscopy
since the mid-1990s [114], fueled by the emergence of systems with exotic electromagnetic modes, such as photonic
crystal waveguides and cavities, surface plasmon polariton waveguides, or plasmonic antennas. Instead of using
a comparatively bulky scanning probe (20–200 nm in size
typically), a single emitter would provide the ultimate highest resolution in mapping such electromagnetic fields. This
notion was developed in the near-field community, leading
to fluorescent-probe near-field scanning microscopy [115].
Super-resolution localization microscopy provides a more
facile realization of this idea in the sense that it removes
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the need to mechanically manipulate single-emitter nearfield probes. Moreover, the presence of a scanning tip,
which perturbs the environment, is not necessary, and single molecules can access regions of space which are not
accessible with a scanning tip. The experimentally accessible quantities in SMLM or, more generally, super-resolved
experiments, are fluorescence intensity and decay rate that
are related to the physical quantities described in Section 3.
In this section, we will review nanophotonics experiments
based on super-resolution microscopy.

4.1 Intensity-based experiments
The most straightforward quantity to be measured in superresolution single-molecule microscopy is the fluorescence
intensity. Seminal experiments in this field have been carried out by Stranahan et al. [116] and Cang et al. [117] on
SERS surfaces. Such surfaces show huge fluorescent intensity enhancements within sub-diffraction limited areas
and are therefore currently used to amplify the Raman
signal of single molecules. In [116, 117], single-molecules
adsorb on the surface and their fluorescence intensity is
measured before bleaching, allowing to localize them. The
localization accuracy can be as good as 1 nm. The density
of molecules in solution is adjusted so that there is only
one single molecule per diffraction limited spot, similarly
to what is done in PAINT microscopy (see Section 2 for
a description of PAINT). A direct measurement of single
hotspots with a lateral extension as small as 15 nm has
been realized with this technique, as shown in Figure 5a
[117]. The correlated study between super-resolved intensity imaging and SEM images of SERS substrates, as shown
in Figure 5b, shed new light on the understanding of
hotspot formation in aggregates of colloidal plasmonic
nanoparticles and initiated an interesting debate in the
scientific community about single-molecule localization
errors in the near-field of resonant structures [118–120], as
we will see in Section 4.3. Later on, the understanding of
hotspot formation in gold nanorods was also enriched by
the combination of SEM images, single-molecule localization microscopy and defocused imaging [121].
A similar method has been applied later on to study
nanostructures with hotspots located at pre-determined
positions such as metallic nanodiscs and nanotriangles
[122, 126]. As shown by Wertz et al. [122], the fluorescence
intensity is modified in the presence of the nanotriangle.
By tuning the emitters in and out of resonance with respect
to the nanotriangle, as shown in Figure 5c, it is possible
to show that both the fluorescence intensity enhancement
and the emission pattern change. The use of deterministic

structures has put in evidence the presence of a mislocalization effect. Due to the near-field coupling between
the molecules and the metal nanoparticle, the fluorescence emission diagram of the molecule is modified with
respect to the diagram in the absence of the structure. This
change is reflected in a shift between the actual position
and the apparent position detected in the far field. The two
cases reported in Figure 5c, show that, regardless of the
resonant character of the structure and therefore the fluorescence intensity enhancement, the apparent position
of the molecules is on top of the nanotriangle, where the
quenching is maximum, meaning that the entire structure
is emitting. The mislocalization issue has been pointed out
at the same time by Ropp et al. who explained it as the
result of the interference between the radiation emitted
by the molecule and its image induced by the presence of
the structure [127]. Some recently published methods that
allow to associate the apparent position to the real position
will be discussed in Section 4.3.
When a fluorophore is coupled to a nanostructure,
not only the emission of the fluorophore is modified, but
also its absorption due to the enhancement of the excitation field. far-field collection of the fluorescence intensity
therefore provides mixed information of the enhancement
of the excitation field and the local density of states at the
emission wavelength, as pointed out in Section 3. Using
molecules with a large Stokes shift allows to spectrally
decouple the emission of the molecule from the nanoantenna while leaving the absorption resonant. Based on
that idea, the experiment realized by Mack et al. [123]
provides a way of linking the fluorescent enhancement
values with the electromagnetic field enhancement. The
structure under study, shown in Figure 5d, is composed of
three aluminum disks and shows a well-defined resonance.
The fluorescence intensity image, obtained with PAINT
microscopy, shows the presence of an intensity hotspot in
the middle of the disks, in good agreement with numerical
expectations.
Single-molecule microscopy has also been used for the
study of the emission intensity enhancement and directivity modification in dielectric nanostructures, such as a
75 nm diameter silicon nanowire [124]. The fluorescence
intensity map, measured via photo-activated fluorescent
molecules in a liquid-phase medium adsorbing to the surface of interest, is reported in Figure 5e. The comparison
of the data with analytical modeling allowed the authors
to distinguish between the relative contributions of the
different decay modes for different emitter dipole orientations [124]. In a similar way, the comparison between
numerical simulations and experiments was used by [128]
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Figure 5: Intensity-based single-molecule experiments to study light-matter interaction at the nanoscale.
(a) Super-resolved image of a hotspot on an aluminum film. Each dot indicates a single molecule detection. Adapted from [117];
(b) correlation between the SEM image and super-resolved fluorescence image of a colloidal silver structure for SERS. Adapted from [118];
(c) mapping of the fluorescence intensity of single molecules in the near-field of a nanotriangle for out-of-resonance (left) and in-resonance
(right) conditions. Adapted from [122]; (d) SEM image of a three aluminum nanodiscs arranged on the apex of a triangle. Corresponding
fluorescence intensity map obtained by single-molecule imaging of single molecules adsorbing at the surface of the structure. Adapted from
[123]; (e) normalized intensity map for single molecules adsorbing to the surface of a 75 nm diameter silicon nanowire. Adapted from [124];
(f) DNA-PAINT image of three binding sites located at a distance of 80 nm one to the other in the presence (bottom) and in the absence (top)
of a gold nanosphere. Adapted from [125].

to disentangle the contributions of localized surface plasmon modes and of lattice surface modes in a hexagonal
array of sub-wavelength aluminum nanostructures with a
periodicity of 450 nm.
As already highlighted, SMLM suffers from mislocalization artifacts. Since the position where the molecule
adsorbs to the surface is not a priori known, recovering
its real position from the apparent position is challenging.
A clever way to circumvent this problem is to use DNAPAINT in which the molecules can only bind to specific
binding sites located at a predetermined position. This
is the method used by Raab et al. [125] who employed a
rod-shaped DNA origami with three specific binding sites
located at a distance of 80 nm one from the other. A gold
nanoparticle (diameter 80 nm) sits in proximity to the
central binding site. Figure 5f shows, in a striking way,
a comparison between the localization of the molecules in
the absence and in the presence of the gold nanosphere.
While the three binding sites are perfectly aligned in the
absence of the nanosphere, the central spot is misplaced in
the presence of the sphere, due to the resonant interaction.
The drawback of this technique however is that it cannot
be used for mapping densely labeled samples.

With a completely different approach, using molecular
motors or microfluidic chambers allows having deterministic information about the position of a single emitter
in close proximity of a nanostructure [129, 130]. Such
approaches, that benefit from an a priori knowledge of
the emitter’s position, will be described in Section 4.4.

4.2 Lifetime-based experiments
As shown in the previous section, it is possible to monitor
light–matter interaction by measuring the modification of
the intensity emitted by a fluorophore when it is close to
a nano-structured environment. However, intensity measurements are not fully reliable, because they depend on
the excitation modification due to the nanostructure, to
the presence of non-radiative modes, to blinking and photobleaching. Another quantity that can be used to measure
light–matter interaction is the fluorescence decay rate,
which is much more robust than fluorescence intensity
because it is independent on the quantities listed above.
Moreover, its direct relation with the LDOS, shown in
Section 3.2, opens the possibility of measuring this quantity without the need of numerical simulations.
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Taking inspiration from super-resolution microscopy
techniques developed for biophysics applications, Guo
et al. developed a method which combines decay-rate measurements with a TCSPC system and emitter localization
by fitting the PSF [131]. By comparing the results obtained
with stochastic fluorescence microscopy, a state-of-the-art
SNOM setup and FDTD simulations, Guo et al. performed a
thorough study of hexagonal array of aluminum nanoantennas. Such structures have interesting application for
light extraction from LEDs because they couple light to
well-defined direction. The SEM image of the studied array
is reported in Figure 6a. For the application of the stochastic microscopy method, some fluorescent spheres with a
diameter of 40 nm are spread on the sample, in such a way
that their separation is larger than the diffraction limit.
This allows to fit the PSF of each bead and to localize it as
it is done with single molecules in single-molecule localization microscopy. Since the studied structure is periodic,
fluorescence collected from different regions of the array
can be reported on the unitary cell and averaged to reduce
the statistical error, smooth the differences between different nanoprobes and different nanostructures. The lifetime
of each probe and its position is simultaneously measured
by splitting the fluorescence photons into two paths, one
being detected by an EM-CCD camera to measure the position, the other by a SPAD for time-resolved measurements,
as shown in Figure 6b. The lifetime map obtained with
this method is reported on Figure 6c. The observed lifetime
modification is then related to the LDOS. The resolution
obtained with this method is 40 nm, which is the size of
the fluorescent bead. The map obtained with this novel
method is compared with state-of-the-art SNOM measurements. In this case, the sample is covered with a fluorescent
polymer and a metallic coated SNOM tip with an aperture
of 100 nm is approached to the surface. The excitation
laser is then injected in the SNOM tip and the fluorescence
is collected by the microscope objective under the sample. In the case of the SNOM setup, the position of the
tip is a priori known with nanometric precision and the
topography of the sample can be acquired together with
the fluorescence intensity and lifetime. The fluorescence
lifetime map is reported in Figure 6d. In comparison with
the lifetime map obtained with the first method, the SNOM
lifetime map shows a reduced contrast, due to the worse
resolution. For the same reason, some details are washed
out due to the lack of resolution. Moreover, the measurements are affected by some topographic artifacts and are
not exempt from LDOS variations induced by the presence
of the metallic coated tip in close proximity of the sample.
FDTD simulations confirm the validity of both methods.

A few years later, Bouchet et al. pushed at the singlemolecule level the combination of stochastic microscopy
and lifetime imaging by applying it to a sample densely
labeled with photoactivatable single molecules [132]. The
advantage of this method with respect to the previously
described one, beyond the fact that it is at the singlemolecule level, is that it can be applied to the study of
any structure, no matter if it is deterministic, periodic or
random, metallic or dielectric.
The method, called smFLIM for single molecule Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy, relies on the direct
and simultaneous measurement of the fluorescence intensity and decay rate of stochastically fluorescent single
molecules. The experimental setup is similar to the one
used by [131] sketched in Figure 6b. The sample is excited
in wide-field and single-molecule fluorescence is simultaneously detected on both an EM-CCD camera and a
single-channel SPAD. The SPAD field of view is set to 1 μm2 .
By setting the excitation and photo-activation laser power
so that no more than one molecule is active at a given
time on the area conjugated to the SPAD, the decay rate
can be properly estimated for each individual molecule
and can be associated to its position. The same experimental parameters allow to set the bleaching time of each
molecule to about 30 ms. The method is summarized in
Figure 6e–h and the decay rate image obtained in the
near-field of a silver nanowire (diameter 115 nm) on a
glass coverslip is reported in Figure 6i. The emission of
a single molecule is detected on an image or a sequence
of images acquired with the EM-CCD (see Figure 6e) and a
two-dimensional Gaussian fit is applied on the PSF in order
to localize the emitter (see Figure 6h). The fluorescence of
each molecule is also detected on the SPAD as a time-burst
(see Figure 6f). The TCSPC system to which the SPAD is
related, allows to measure the delay between the arrival
time of the fluorescence photons on the detector and the
time at which the molecule has been excited by a pulsed
excitation. The decay histogram is reported in Figure 6g.
A mono-exponential fit of the decay histogram allows to
recover the decay rate of the emitting molecule. By associating the information on the position obtained with the
EM-CCD and the decay rate one can obtain a decay-rate
map as the one reported in Figure 6i, in the near-field of
a silver nanowire on a glass coverslip. Each point on the
map represents a single-molecule detection and its color
the decay rate. The size of the points is the average localization precision, which is about 15 nm. As expected, the
decay rate is enhanced close to the nanowire due to the
presence of non-radiative decay channels. The decay rate
on the nanowire is enhanced by a factor 15 with respect to
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Figure 6: Lifetime-based single-molecule experiments to study light-matter interaction at the nanoscale.
(a–d) Super-resolved imaging of the decay rate in the near-field of a lattice of aluminum nanoantennas, adapted from [131]. (a) SEM image of
a hexagonal lattice of aluminum nanoantennas. (b) Sketch of the experimental setup. (c) Fluorescence lifetime map, obtained with 40 nm
fluorescent spheres randomly spread on the sample, of the unitary cell around a nanoantenna. The white square delimits the boundary of
the nanoantenna. (d) Fluorescence lifetime map obtained with a SNOM tip, adapted from [131]. (e–i) Illustration of smFLIM applied on a silver
nanowire, adapted from [132]. A sequence of EM-CCD frames is acquired (e). The bright spot in the central frame is the PSF of a single
molecule. The PSF is fitted with a Gaussian fit and its center is located with a precision of about 10 nm (h). Simultaneously, half of the
photons emitted by the molecule are detected on a time-resolved SPAD and a TCSPC device allows to extract the decay rate of the
fluorescent emission (f and g). By combining the information on the position and decay rate of each molecule one can reconstruct the decay
rate image in the near-field of a silver nanowire (i).

glass. By taking a closer look to the decay rate map, one can
notice that there are almost no events detected on the top
of the nanowire, due to the inhomogeneity of the excitation
field. Since the polarization of the excitation field is perpendicular to the nanowire, the intensity of the excitation
field is enhanced on the sides of the nanowire and almost
zero on top. Therefore, the molecules located in the lower
excitation intensity regions have a very small probability
to be detected, supporting the observed variations of the
density of detected molecules. FDTD simulations support
the observations. Further developments of this technique
allowed to increase the field-of-view from 1 μm2 to 10 μm2 ,
thanks to the use of a 8 × 1 SPAD array [133]. More details
about this experiment will be given in Section 4.4.

4.3 Challenges for single emitter
nanophotonics experiments
Super-resolved microscopies of nanophotonic structures using localization of single emitters face several
main challenges. Beyond all the experimental challenges associated with single emitter photophysics near

nanophotonic structures, there are important artifacts
in single molecule localization that are specific to
localization-based super-resolution applied to resonant
environments.
As regards the general challenges for single emitter
experiments in nanophotonics, these have largely been
reviewed in many works, such as the reviews in refs. [18, 20,
91] and largely originate from two distinct reasons. First,
the primary photophysical observables, such as brightness, are intrinsically due to the product of several different
mechanisms, including pump rates, the collection efficiency of emitted photons, and the quantum efficiency of
emission. Decomposing this product in its individual contributing terms is a major challenge for which a sequence
of experiments is needed. For instance, varying the pump
wavelength and geometry serves to decouple pump and
emission effects, while comparing cw and pulsed excitation, and bringing emitters into saturation helps to
obtain quantitative efficiency metrics. These ideas have
also found use in the super-resolution microscopy field
applied to plasmonics. Notably, Wertz et al. [122] pioneered
the idea of using pump wavelength diversity to unravel
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pump enhancements and LDOS effects when interrogating
resonant plasmonic nanotriangles. The second challenge
resides in the calibration of the intrinsic photophysical
properties of each single emitter. Indeed, this is the condition to fulfill to ensure that single fluorophore experiments accurately report on nanophotonic properties.
For instance, a main complication for determining LDOS
values is that the quantum efficiency of the reporting emitter must be accurately known. Calibrating such quantum
efficiencies is challenging, especially for single emitters at
a time [92, 96, 98–102]. Moreover, one often relies on the
assumption that the quantum efficiency can be calibrated
on emitters of the same type, without the nanophotonic
structure, as opposed to really calibrating it for the very
same emitter. Similar calibration considerations apply to
dipole moment (absorption and emission transition dipole
moments, static and dynamic orientation properties) and
the spectral properties of the emitter (homogeneous versus
inhomogeneous linewidths).
In the specific case of SMLM, a major challenge
that experimentalists have to face is localization artifacts.
While the first reports on super-resolution mapping of
plasmonic hotspots, particularly SERS hotspots, pointed
at localization errors as small as 5 nm [118, 120], systematic and significant sources of mislocalization were soon
discovered and systematically analyzed [122, 124, 134–136].
These studies encompass a diversity of nanophotonic systems, from colloidal plasmonic particles and oligomers,
to dielectric nanowires, and a diversity of single molecule
localization strategies, and yet paint a coherent picture
of mechanisms behind major artifacts [137]. These mechanisms are fundamental to the main photonic properties
that super-resolution microscopy seeks to spatially map.
A main purpose of nanophotonic resonant structures
is to locally provide high local density of optical states
(LDOS), which is achieved by ensuring that light–matter
coupling is dominated by just one or a few resonant modes.
This directly implies that in this limit the emission can no
longer be pinpointed to the emitter, and instead inherits the
apparent spatial profile (in real space imaging) and radiation pattern (in Fourier imaging) of the resonator. If the
resonance is, for instance, a dipolar plasmonic scatterer,
this limit implies that any molecule driving the antenna
appears to be located at the antenna center as can be seen
in Figure 5c. However, PSF fitting to resolve molecule locations showed an apparent surplus of molecules exactly on
the nanotriangle, and a clear deficit in a 50 nm shell around
the nanoparticle. Consequently, localization artifacts are
of the order of the particle size, and far exceed the artifacts
expected merely from the photon budget. In this picture,

it is evident that the nature of the resonator is of main
importance.
In reality, the limit in which the nanophotonic system
completely dominates the LDOS is almost never attained,
and certainly not in the tails of the resonant near field.
Instead, the nanophotonic system captures and subsequently re-radiates into the far field just a fraction of an
emitter’s emission, while the remaining fraction is radiated
directly by the emitter into the far field. The direct radiation from the emitter, and the radiation that reaches the
detector only via the nanophotonic system, are coherent to
each other, and hence interfere on the detector. Indeed, this
spatial coherence is the main mechanism behind the fact
that spontaneous emission directivity can be controlled
by phased array nanoantennas and diffractive structures.
The implication is that the radiation pattern (in Fourier
microscopy) will show an interferometric signature of the
superposition of direct dipole emission and the emission of
the excited resonances in the nanophotonic system, with
relative phases that depend on the position of the emitter relative to the structure. Turning to real space images
instead of radiation patterns, this is equivalent to saying
that the apparent PSF may significantly change as function
of geometry, and it certainly must no longer be centered on
either the molecule or the nanophotonic resonator. Figure 7
highlights both effects. A particularly systematic study of
the mislocalization of emitters on the basis of the PSF
was provided by Lim et al. [136], from which Figure 7a
reports the salient result. The authors used an immobilized
quantum dot as source, and a microfluidic system with a
plasmonic nanoparticle moving through the solution as
nanophotonic resonator. The advantage of this approach is
that the emitter location can be fixed first in absence of the
nanoparticle, while the nanoparticle can be tracked by its
scattering with high accuracy independent of the fluorescence emission photophysics. This provides a ground truth
with which to compare apparent emitter-particle distances
as determined from fluorescence PSF analysis. Figure 7a
shows emitter mislocalization (both coordinates x, y and
overall position) as a function of this ground truth, highlighting systematic deviations up to 50 nm in a ring of
around 100 nm radius around the nanoparticle. Numerical simulations reproduced these measured systematic
artifacts. The significant shape changes of the PSF near
nanostructures were thoroughly studied in the specific
case of a silver nanowire in [138] and subsequently used by
Baiyasi et al. [139] to associate the measured PSF to a specific orientation of the dipole moment. Figure 7b illustrates
this effect. The experiment at hand concerns emitter localization near Ag nanowires of pentagonal cross section. The
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Figure 7: Evidence and analysis of systematic errors in superresolution localization microscopy due to strongly scattering nanophotonic
environments.
(a) Lim et al. [136] used an immobilized emitter in microscope focus while tracking a plasmonic nanoparticle moving around it in order to
have a ground truth against which to benchmark PSF-based emitter localizations. The panels show as color scale the difference between
retrieved and ground truth coordinate (along horizontal x, y, and total distance r) in measurement and according to simulation. Scale bars
are 200 nm. Adapted from ref. [136]. (b) Baiyasi et al. [139] provide clear observation of the dramatic change of PSFs for emitters near a
nanostructure. Instead of simple Gaussian-like PSFs this includes multi-lobed PSFs. Calculations show similar PSFs, which vary rapidly with
molecule position and dipole moment orientation as indicated. Adapted from ref. [139]

authors consider both emitter position around the wire
circumference, and dipole orientation, and find in calculations that a multitude of PSF patterns can occur that are
single-lobed, double-lobed, or even have four lobes. These
patterns have indeed been identified in experimental data.
Aside from the artifacts that directly arise from
nanophotonic LDOS and directivity control mechanisms,
localization can also suffer from secondary effects that
are tied to the luminescence properties of the emitter at
hand, and of the nanophotonic resonator. First, many
nanophotonic resonators themselves create background
luminescence. This (generally spatially structured)
background can impair fit accuracy. Second, a more
treacherous problem comes from the fact that emitters of
different quantum efficiency exhibit different brightness
values in nanophotonic systems. High quantum efficiency
emitters generally can only go down in quantum efficiency
when approaching a nanophotonic resonator, and any
brightness change is either due to quenching, or to local
pump field enhancement. This should be contrasted to

low quantum efficiency emitters, which in a high LDOS
environment can show boosted quantum efficiencies. At
the least, this can imply a bias in the probability that
emitters are identified, as function of their proximity to
a nanophotonic structure. For localized molecules, this
can furthermore introduce biases towards sampling only
certain transition dipole moment orientations. The fact
that the near-field resonances that enter the LDOS do
generally have strongly preferential electric field orientations directly translates into a strong dipole-moment
orientation dependence of the LDOS. As a consequence,
some orientations can give rise to much brighter emission
intensities than others. To understand this bias, it must
be clarified whether the experiment at hand samples with
random dipole moment orientations, or whether is uses
dipole emitters with preferential orientations.

4.4 Overcoming localization-artifacts
We identify three classes of strategies to deal with and
to overcome mislocalization artifacts. First, from a purely
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Figure 8: Strategies to improve super-resolution mapping of nanophotonic structures.
They include microfluidic flow control (a) to controllably move quantum dots over a nanophotonic system, and (b) constraining sources to
move over 1D tracks by attaching quantum dots to motor proteins that walk over microtubules. The method in (a) approaches the notion of a
controllable scanning source, as envisioned originally in the NSOM community. The results [130] show mean fluorophore brightness ̄I and
the quantum dot decay rate as function of position next to a plasmonic nanowire (photons are collected from the nanowire ends). The
approach of Groß et al. [129] leverages the fact that quantum dots constrained to 1D trajectories, defined by randomly deposited
microtubules, can be accurately tracked. The sample in this work consisted of 1D slits in a metal film, illuminated from below and imaged
from above. This method is mainly suited to measure the nanophotonic properties of translation invariant systems across 1D cross sections.
Panels adapted from [129, 130].

experimental perspective, several groups have deployed
methods that avoid the need to localize completely randomly located fluorophores, using some mechanism to
turn the challenge of localization into the more constrained
and hence robust challenge of particle tracking. Figure 8
illustrates two successful strategies. Ropp et al. [130] developed a microfluidic platform in which the nanophotonic
structure of interest is located on a PDMS substrate, surrounded by four fluidic inlets. Microfluidic flow control is
then used to position and track quantum dots with about
35 nm positioning accuracy. It has been demonstrated that
lifetime measurements can be used to probe the LDOS, as
illustrated for silver nanowires. A different approach was
developed by Groß et al. [129]. Their work used quantum
dots attached to motor proteins walking over microtubule
tracks deposited randomly over a plasmonic system. The
crucial property of this approach is that the microtubules,
due to their persistence length, strongly constrain the
quantum dot motion along a well-defined 1D curve. By taking time-lapse recordings, one can track this motion, and
hence improve localization accuracy. The disadvantage is
that densely sampling a single nanostructure is difficult
with this approach. Indeed, the idea was demonstrated

on a translation-invariant slit system, where this approach
yields 1D cross sections of the LDOS. A similar strategy has
been adopted to study the intensity and lifetime modification of a single emitter walking into a plasmonic hotspot
in the gap of a gold nanoantenna [140].
The second main strategy evident from literature is
that a necessary condition for understanding and correcting localization artifacts resides on the detailed theoretical/numerical study of the nanostructure at hand. While
it would be desirable for super-resolution microscopy to
work independently on the details of the studied sample,
it turns in fact out that it is mandatory to perform detailed
simulations of the light–matter interaction to identify and
to quantify the mechanisms that cause mislocalization artifacts. This includes full wave-optical simulations of the
excitation electric field distribution, of the LDOS, of the
radiation pattern and its relative orientation with respect
to the objective’s cone of light detection, and of the final
image formation on the microscope’s detector. Moreover,
this full cycle needs to be done with including the vector properties of light (polarization of LDOS, emitter, and
far field), emitter quantum efficiency, and emitter spectral
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properties. Excellent examples of this approach to elucidate mislocalization artifacts as well as the deconvolution
of nanophotonic properties are provided in refs. [122, 124,
136, 137, 139]. An important caveat is that these calculations are not only time-consuming (large geometries,
many source positions), but also that standard routines
built into commercial electromagnetic solvers for calculating radiation patterns (i.e., near to far-field transforms) do
generally not give correct results for stratified substrate
systems. One option is to use simplified models, such
as coupled dipole models to model emitters near plasmonic substrates. Another recommended approach is to
use recently published routines for accurate near-to-farfield transformation in stratified systems, in combination
with the quasi-normal mode formalism [88, 141].
Finally, the third main approach to overcome mislocalization artifacts lies in basing localization not just
on fitting intensity images, but in using multiple observables as degrees of freedom on which to base localization. This essentially turns the very effects that invalidate standard localization procedures, i.e. effects such as
LDOS changes, PSF changes, or radiation pattern changes,
from a weakness into a strength. Blanquer et al. [133]
showed that it is possible to correlate lifetime information (smFLIM measurements) and real space imaging for
“relocating” molecule localizations to their correct position. In essence, the correlation of lifetime changes with
the width of the observed PSF allows to pinpoint more accurately the dipole position and orientation of fluorophores
near a nanophotonic structure of interest. This correlated
approach thereby allows in turn a more precise reconstruction of LDOS maps. In a similar vein, one can consider to
use radiation patterns as a proxy to guide localization. The
strong dependence of radiation patterns on position is discussed in refs. [134, 142]. An implementation of the idea
that this could be used for position reconstruction was
recently reported by Buijs et al. [113]. In that work, the electron beam of a scanning electron microscope was used to
generate luminescence that originates from a well localized
spot (5 nm accuracy, from SEM image). Radiation pattern
changes could be used to recover the position of the source
to within 20 nm. That localization was “library-based”
as opposed to physics-based: instead of using an a priori model, the method pinpointed the source locations by
matching observed radiation patterns to a previously measured library of radiation patterns. These examples show
that localization that is based on correlation of intensity,
radiation patterns, decay rates and/or PSFs, interpreted
either through physics models or, alternatively, supervised

and unsupervised learning approaches, may reach single
digit nanometer localization accuracy.

5 What nanophotonics can do for
biophysics below the diffraction
limit: state-of-the-art examples
Exploiting super-resolved techniques initially developed
for biophysics has been a real benefit for nanophotonics.
Reciprocally, nanophotonics effects have found application for studying biophysical problems. In this section, we
will focus on two selected topics in this field. The first one
concerns the nanometric axial localization of fluorescent
emitters (i.e. determining the axial position of an emitter
along the optical axis with nanometric spatial resolution), and the second topic concerns fluorescence-lifetime
single-molecule localization microscopy (FL-SMLM or
smFLIM) applied to biophysical systems.

5.1 Using near-field coupling for axial
localization
As explained in Section 2, SMLM can achieve a lateral
resolution that comes close to molecular dimensions. For
example, in a seminal paper by the Sauer group [143] it was
shown that dSTORM can resolve the molecular architecture
of a nuclear pore complex. However, the big challenge is
imaging the third dimension of real samples and correspondingly large efforts have been applied to achieve true
three-dimensional super-resolution microscopy. The original STED microscopy focused only on lateral resolution,
while more recent variants increased also the axial resolution by using modified phase plates [144]. Modern state-ofthe-art STED microscopes deliver full 3D super-resolution
by uniting two different setups (one for lateral, one for
axial STED) into one single system [145]. For SMLM, several methods for 3D single-molecule localization have been
developed, such as astigmatic imaging [146, 147], biplane
imaging [148], or Point Spread Function (PSF) engineering
[149, 150]. The combination of intensity and relative phase
information can also be used to retrieve the axial localization thanks to a carefully engineered mask phase on the
emission path of the optical set-up [151]. This lead to the
recently introduced Self-Interference (SELFI) microscopy
[152] that is capable of 3D imaging tens of microns
deep inside a sample. However, all these approaches
share one common characteristic: the achievable axial
resolution is three to five times worse than the lateral
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Figure 9: Axial resolution for 3D super-resolution microscopy.
(a) Comparison of lateral (lower blue band) and axial (up-per green band) resolution in conventional diffraction-limited optical microscopy
with a 1.2 NA water immersion objective. These resolutions are wavelength-dependent and the shown bands span a wavelength range
between 500 and 700 nm. (b) Variable angle Total Internal Reflection Microscopy (vaTIRFM). (c) Super-critical Angle Fluorescence (SAF)
imaging. (d) Metal-Induced Energy Transfer (MIET) and Graphene-Induced Energy Transfer (GIET) imaging.

resolution, similar to the situation in classical diffractionlimited optical microscopy, as shown in Figure 9a. Exceptions to this rule are interferometry-based techniques,
where fluorescence is either excited and/or detected from
two sides of a sample with two objectives, to either generate an axial excitation intensity interference pattern, or
to interfere the collected fluorescence on a detector (such
as for iPALM [153] and isoSTED [154]). Another recently
described approach named ModLoc [155] relies on exciting the sample with a modulated interference pattern and
measuring the relative phase between each fluorophore
response and the excitation. This technique is robust to
optical aberrations several tens of microns deep inside the
sample and has shown axial localization accuracy of ∼7
nm without compromising in-plane localization. Another
fascinating alternative for extreme 3D-resolution is the
recently developed 3D-MINFLUX [156]. However, these
techniques are exceptionally complex in their technical
realization, which has prevented their wider distribution
and application so far.

When interested predominantly in achieving high
axial resolution close to a surface, near-field-based
methods represent an attractive and usually simple to
implement alternative for 3D-super-resolution microscopy
with exceptional axial resolution. One of them is variableangle total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
(va-TIRFM), which records several images at variable angle
of excitation light incidence, which yields an evanescent excitation field (near-field) with different penetration
depth into a sample [157–159], as shown in Figure 9b.
By applying a suitable data analysis, it is then possible
to calculate absolute distance values of fluorescent emitters from the different recorded images, but in practice,
photobleaching does severely restrict the applicability of
va-TIRFM to SMLM because several wide-field images have
to be recorded for generating one 3D image.
Super-critical angle fluorescence (SAF) imaging
[160–163] use the strongly distance-dependent near-field
coupling of the electromagnetic field of an emitting fluorophore into a glass substrate (cover slip) for deducing
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the distance of an emitter form the surface, as shown in
Figure 9c. However, both va-TIRFM as well as SAF-based
methods are intensity-based methods and may suffer in
performance when the refractive index of the sample is
not well known or is variable, or under circumstances that
skew the absolute brightness measurements required for
their functioning.
An alternative near-field-based approach is MetalInduced Energy Transfer (MIET) imaging [164], which is
based on the strongly distance-dependent quenching of a
fluorescent emitter in the vicinity of a metal, see Figure 9d,
a phenomenon well-known by the nanophotonics community. This quenching is caused by the resonant transfer
of the excited state energy of the emitter to surface plasmons (collective oscillations of free electrons) in the metal.
This energy transfer leads to a distance-dependent modulation of fluorescence lifetime (and intensity) as shown in
Figure 9d. Due to the broad absorption spectra of metals,
the energy transfer from a fluorescent molecule to a metal
film takes place with high efficiency across the full visible
spectrum. Thus, any dye in the visible spectral range shows
this effect, and its measured fluorescence lifetime can be
converted into a distance of the emitter from the metal surface. The semi-classical quantum-electrodynamic theory
for this process was worked out by Lukosz and co-workers
[165, 166] and by Chance, Prock and Silbey [167] in the
last century, and was brilliantly confirmed by experiments
of Kuhn and Drexhage [168, 169]. Using this theoretical
framework, it is straightforward to calculate MIET curves
for an arbitrary configuration of planar layers (such as
a glass substrate covered by a metal layer and an additional dielectric spacer, the typical configuration used in
most MIET applications), and for fluorescent emitters of
any emission wavelength (or emitters with broad emission
spectra) and dipole orientation.
The first application of MIET imaging was the mapping
of the height profile of the basal membranes of different
cells [164]. In this study it was shown that MIet allows
to profile cellular membranes with an axial resolution of
2–3 nm in a calibration-free and absolute manner. Since
this first publication, MIET imaging was used in numerous biological studies. In ref. [170], MIET was employed
to study the 3D architecture of focal adhesion complexes
[170]. There, the authors performed MIET in two different
spectral channels (dual-color MIET) which allowed them to
co-localize in three dimensions different structures (actin,
vinculin) in a focal adhesion. Another study followed the
reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton during the transformation of epithelial to mesenchymal cells [171] over a
time range of several hours. In ref. [172], MIET imaging

was used to measure the inter-bilayer distance of a nuclear
envelope, and ref. [173] used a phasor-based approach for
MIET imaging to study the spatial organization of major
nuclear lamina proteins. The authors of ref. [174] used the
advantage of MIET that it does not require high-NA objectives for presenting a large field-of-view implementation of
the method.
In 2014, it was demonstrated that MIET works even
on the single molecule level [175], despite the unavoidable
fluorescence intensity quenching by the metal layer. This
is due to the fact that, although the fluorescence brightness
of a dye is increasingly reduced the closer the dye comes to
the metal surface, its photo-stability increases proportionally, so that the average number of detectable photons from
one molecule until photo-bleaching is nearly independent
of the dye-metal distance. This opened the way for using
MIET as a tool for single-molecule localization along the
optical axis. In a recent paper, proof-of-principle experiments were presented that demonstrated single-molecule
co-localization along the optical axial of up to three emitters placed at well-defined positions on 3D-DNA-origami
nanostructures [176].
Even for the most photostable dyes that can be used
in SMLM of biological samples, the average number of
detectable photons until photobleaching does typically not
exceed a few thousand photons, which allows for an axial
localization accuracy in MIET of a few nanometers, or a
co-localization accuracy of ca. 10 nm. This is still bigger
than what is required for resolving intramolecular details
of medium-sized macromolecules (∼2–5 nm) or for distinguishing between the leaflets of a lipid bilayer. Here,
materials with a much stronger quenching properties come
to rescue. Already long before the introduction of MIET
imaging, Hof and colleagues used the distance dependent fluorescence quenching by thin layers of indium tin
oxide (ITO) for tuning the lifetime of fluorescent molecules,
and to use this tuning in fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy (FLCS) [177] for studying the diffusion
and flip-flop dynamics of lipids in supported lipid bilayers
[178, 179]. The advantage of ITO is that the axial range over
which efficient fluorescence quenching occurs is much
shorter than for MIET, due to the small imaginary part
of its refractive index. In 2016, Moerland and Hoogenboom
demonstrated that this short-range ITO-induced lifetime
tuning can be used to axially localize single molecules
with nanometer accuracy [180]. The disadvantage of ITO is
that its exact dielectric properties (complex-valued refractive index) depend on the peculiarities of preparing the
ITO layer on the glass substrate, and these properties can
even change over time due to the diffusion of atmospheric
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oxygen into the material. As an alternative to ITO, other
materials have been studied, and the most promising so
far occurred to be single sheets of graphene. Graphene
shows a similar short-range quenching as ITO [181, 182],
see Figure 9d, but has highly reproducible and well-known
dielectric properties. The authors of ref. [183] successfully used graphene-induced energy transfer (GIET) to
measure the thickness of single supported lipid bilayers
with sub-nanometer accuracy. In that paper, it was also
demonstrated the GIET works perfectly well also for axial
localization of single molecules with nanometer accuracy.
This high axial resolution was used in ref. [184] for unraveling the complex association/dissociation dynamics of a
membrane-associated protein complex. A global view on
the huge possibilities and potential of GIET is presented
in ref. [185], while a step-by-step protocol of how to set up
and perform GIET measurements is published in ref. [186].

5.2 Fluorescence lifetime single-molecule
localization microscopy for bio-imaging
By adding the lifetime dimension to the intensity information, FLIM has found many applications in bio-imaging:
for example, for multiplexed imaging of fluorophores
that are spectrally similar but differ in their lifetimes,
for FRET imaging using the donor lifetime, for lifetimebased sensing in biological or environmental analytics,
or for MIET/GIET imaging as explained in the previous
section. The combination of FLIM with super-resolution
microscopy, and in particular with SMLM, adds to the
extremely high spatial resolution of SMLM the additional
important information of fluorescence lifetime. As detailed
in Section 4.2, the core idea of fluorescence-lifetime SMLM
(FL-SMLM or smFLIM) is to measure the lifetime of each
single-molecule localization event and to reconstruct a
super-resolved image with this additional information.
We identify two main experimental approaches for superresolved imaging of the lifetime of single molecules. Such
techniques suitable for SMLM are currently not widely
available. In smFLIM techniques described in Section 4.2,
photons emitted by a single molecule are simultaneously
detected on an EM-CCD (for localizing emitter’s position)
and a SPAD or a SPAD array combined with a TCSPC system (for lifetime measurement). These techniques lay on
a wide-field illumination of the sample, without any scanning part. Conversely, FL-SMLM techniques do not require
photon splitting for super-resolution lifetime imaging. In
this section we will give an overview about recent progress
in this direction, and in particular about FL-SMLM using
rapid confocal-laser scanning fluorescence microscopes
(CLSM) or novel wide-field detectors.

One of the most widely used techniques for FLIM
for life science applications is based on CLSM equipped
with time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). Such
a system offers sufficient sensitivity for detecting single
molecule, in contrast to phase-fluorometric systems that
use sinusoidally time-modulated excitation together with
phase-shifted time modulated wide-field detection. However, CLSM was never used for SMLM because of the
relatively low overall light throughput of CLSM as compared with wide-field microscopy using cameras. Only
recently, thanks to the employ of fast scanners which
allow for recording images with frame rates close to
video rates, it has been demonstrated that CLSM can also
be used for SMLM. Together with suitable TCSPC electronics and single-photon counting detectors with high
quantum efficiency of detection (e.g. silicon-based singlephoton avalanche diodes), such systems allow for obtaining fluorescence-lifetime images with sufficient speed that
can be then processed as in conventional wide-field SMLM
[187], see also Figure 10. This made the realization of fluorescence lifetime dSTORM or DNA-PAINT possible, see
Figure 10b–f for a few examples. One of the main benefits
of the CLSM-based approach to FL-SMLM is the capability to take volumetric images due to the optical sectioning
capability of CLSM, thus allowing for SMLM even deep
inside tissues. In case of DNA-PAINT with CLSM, background signal from freely diffusing fluorophores in solution
(unbound imager strands) is considerably reduced. The
main disadvantage of CLSM-based FL-SMLM is the long
acquisition time. This is due to relatively low light throughput of the technique: the same emitter has to be revisited
by a scanning laser beam multiple times in order to collect
a sufficient amount of photons for precise single-molecule
localization. The total CLSM acquisition time is proportional to the size of a region of interest, making imaging
of large regions (e.g. 20 μm × 20 μm or larger) extensively
long.
In contrast to CLSM-based SMLM, wide-field SMLM
has a higher throughput, enabling fast acquisition speed
and the ability to image large fields of view. Moreover,
wide-field SMLM can be easily combined with total internal reflection (TIR) excitation, or with highly inclined and
laminated optical sheet (HILO) excitation. Up to date,
only few technologies are available for wide-field FLIM
with single-molecule sensitivity. Among them are timegated SPAD arrays [133, 188], electron multiplying microchannel plates (MCP) [189, 190], electro-optical modulators [191], or gated optical image intensifiers [192]. One of
the most promising technologies for fluorescence-lifetime
wide-field SMLM so far is the commercially available
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Figure 10: Confocal-laser scanning fluorescence microscopy (CLSM) for fluorescence-lifetime SMLM (FL-SMLM).
(a) Schematic of the optical setup used for confocal SMLM, requiring a fast scanner, pulsed laser excitation, single-photon counting
detector, and TCSPC electronics. (b) Confocal dSTORM image of tubulin filaments in human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) labeled with
Alexa 647. Scale bar is 2 μm. (c) Lifetime histogram extracted from individual single-molecule localizations that constituted image (b).
(d) Confocal DNA-PAINT image of chromatin in COS-7 cells. Histones H2B were labeled with Atto 655. Scale bar is 5 μm. Corresponding
super-resolved (SR) and diffraction-limited (DL) images are shown both in (b) and (d). (e) Lifetime histogram for image shown in (d).
(f) Multiplexed dSTORM image of fixed COS-7 cell. Tubulin is labeled with Alexa 647 and clathrin is labeled with Atto 655. Both targets were
identified by their fluorescence lifetime using a pattern-matching algorithm. Scale bar is 2 μm. Adapted from Thiele et al. [187].

Figure 11: Fluorescence-lifetime SMLM using a wide-field imaging setup.
(a) Commercially available TCSPC camera LINCam (Photonscore). (b) Quantum yield of the LINCam camera. (c) dSTORM FL-SMLM image of
microtubules in hMSC labeled with Alexa 647. Scale bar is 5 μm. (d) Lifetime histogram extracted from individual single-molecule
localizations in image (b). (e). DNA-PAINT FL-SMLM of mitochondria in HeLa cells labeled with Cy3b. Scale bar is 10 μm. Lifetime scale bars
are shown on the right of images (c) and (e). (f). Lifetime histogram extracted from single-molecule localizations in image (e). Data was fitted
with single Gaussian distributions. Average lifetime and standard deviation values are shown. The images in (a) and (b) are reprinted with
permission of Photonscore GmbH.

lifetime camera LINCam (Photonscore), see Figure 11a. It
uses a micro-channel-plate photo-multiplier tube (MCPPMT) and employs a capacity-coupled imaging technique
combined with a charge division anode for accurate

position readout [189]. The quantum yield (QY) of
detection of this system has its maximum in the UV spectral region and drops from ∼20% in the blue to ∼5%
in the red spectral regions, see Figure 11b. Despite this
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relatively low QY in the visible spectrum, the camera’s
background and readout noise are almost completely
absent, allowing even for single-molecule detection and
localization with reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Using
the LINCam, single molecule imaging and localization has
been successfully demonstrated even for the most challenging far-red spectral region [193], making the LINCam a
perfect choice for wide-field FL-SMLM. As an example, ref.
[193] demonstrated dSTORM imaging of microtubules in
human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC), see Figure 11c–d,
and DNA-PAINT imaging of mitochondria in HeLa cells, see
Figure 11e–f. Interestingly, the LINCam data output consists of an array of photon arrival times and coordinates,
while the division into virtual pixels is done only after data
acquisition. Therefore, pixel size in the final image can be
adjusted and optimized by means of signal-to-noise ratio
of a specific data set and pixelation artifacts can be reduced
to a minimum.
Besides the obvious advantage of FL-SMLM for multiplexed imaging via the different lifetimes of different
fluorophores, the most important advantage in the context of SMLM super-resolution is that FL-SMLM offers the
possibility to do high-precision co-localization measurements between different fluorophores without any
chromatic aberration artifacts. Conventional SMLM colocalization uses fluorophores of different colors, and
although modern state-of-the art microscopy optical systems are well-corrected for their chromatic aberrations,
remaining aberrations become increasingly noticeable
when reaching spatial resolutions of a few nanometers.
Here, FL-SMLM offers the ultimate solution because it
allows for distinguishing between different but otherwise
spectrally identical fluorophores solely on the basis of their
different fluorescence lifetimes.

6 Conclusion and outlook
The past decade has seen the development of an exponentially increasing number of super-resolution localization microscopy techniques providing an unprecedented
optical resolution in three-dimensions. Although the first
applications of such techniques were mainly found in
the life sciences, they specifically address issues that
are common to the study of nanophotonic structures,
such as time-resolved nanometer scale measurements of
light–matter interaction at the single emitter level. Vice
versa, the use of nanophotonic structures can find applications for studying biophysical problems. This review
provided an overview of recent work in nanophotonics
that uses fluorescence-based super-resolution microscopy

techniques, with a particular emphasis on single-molecule
localization microscopy, and of recent work in biophysics
in which nanophotonic effects are employed. Sharing the
knowledge between these two different and complementary fields has been demonstrated to have a valuable
impact on both fields and will certainly be beneficial also
in the future.
As an outlook for the future, we identify a number of
exciting opportunities that are summarized in Figure 12.
First, an exciting new and actively discussed topic is
combining plasmonics with chemistry (photochemistry):
through a variety of mechanisms, plasmonic structures
irradiated by light can boost the reaction rates of photochemical reactions. These mechanisms include hot electron chemistry, photocatalysis benefiting from confined
light, thermal effects due to nanoscale heating, as well
as reportedly quantum electrodynamic effects related to
modifications of chemically relevant energy landscapes by
strong light–matter interaction. Since each of these effects
is strongly position dependent, deep insights can be gained
from super-resolving chemical reaction sites on the surface of plasmonic systems. First important steps in this
direction were taken by Hamans et al. [194] (see Figure 12a).
Another exciting prospect in this field is to combine
optical super-resolution microscopy with other microscopic techniques (see e.g. [195] and Figure 12b). For
instance, LDOS control, SERS enhancements, nanoscale
heating, or plasmon chemistry are increasingly studied
in systems where atomic-scale geometric features are
important. Recent developments in tomographic electron
microscopy hint at the possibility to resolve the geometry of such nanoparticle-based photonic systems in three
dimensions with elemental resolution. Correlating this
with super-resolution localization microscopy of properties accessed by fluorophores could give unprecedentedly
fine-grained insight into the relation between structure and
function.
Analogously, a detailed understanding of the relation between structure and function at the single-molecule
level is a fundamental ongoing quest in cell biology, with
the added complexity of the highly dynamic and inhomogeneous nature of living cells. In order to decipher
the molecular interplay underlying complex physiological processes, it is necessary to detect minute changes in
biochemical states in response to physiological cues, ideally within their native cellular environment. As discussed
in the previous section, advances in FLIM detectors do
not only allow for imaging single molecules as required
for super-resolution imaging, but do also provide fluorescence lifetime information that can be used for multiple
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Figure 12: Outlook for SMLM in nanophotonics and biophysics.
(a) Super-resolved plasmon chemistry at the single-molecule level (adapted from [194]). (b) Correlative microscopy at the atomic scale on
gold nanorods (adapted from [195]). (c) Super-resolved in cellulo biochemistry (adapted from [83]). (d) Enhancing label-free UV fluorescence
of proteins with ZWGs (adapted from [44]). (e) Artist view of a SPAD array (adapted from [196]). (f) Learning approaches to localization based
on a library of diffraction patterns measured by Fourier microscopy (adapted from [113]).

purposes, for example for multiplexed imaging of biological objects (see Figure 12c). The main advantage of
this approach is that multiple targets are imaged simultaneously, resulting in faster image acquisition of multiple
targets as compared with conventional sequential imaging
as e.g. used in Exchange-PAINT [83]. Another fascinating
avenue is that new SMLM approaches such as PAINT or
MINFLUX, potentially in combination with nanophotonic
methods such as MIET or GIET, are coming closer to the
dream of nanometric three-dimensional resolution, so that
they could be used for structural biology of individual
biomolecules or biomolecular complexes, complemented
the much more challenging methods from X-ray scattering
and cryo-electron microscopy.
Another challenge in bioimaging is the quest for
label-free detection of proteins, allowing an unperturbed
observation of molecular structure and function. When
considering protein or DNA autofluorescence, the main
challenge here is to achieve a sufficiently high detection

sensitivity in the UV, where protein or DNA autofluorescence occurs. The combination of expertise from biophysics and nanophotonics turned out to be particularly
fruitful for addressing this challenge. Indeed, detecting
the very weak signal coming from protein UV autofluorescence was recently demonstrated thanks to the use of
aluminum ZWGs [44] (see Figure 12d). The interaction of
a single protein with the ZWG enhances protein autofluorescence and enables detection of proteins at physiological concentrations. Optimized nanophotonics systems will
improve fluorescence enhancement, eventually allowing
for single-molecule biophysical studies of large protein
libraries.
Further technological innovations can also be
expected to improve super-resolution localization
microscopy and its applications to studying nanophotonic
structures or biological systems. Detector development
for SMLM has to face multiple challenges, such as high
quantum efficiency across the whole visible spectrum,
low noise, high temporal resolution, large number of
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pixels and, last but not least, easy data handling. Among
the variety of single-photon detectors with time resolution capability, such as Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMTs),
Micro-Channel Plates (MCPs), Single-Photon Avalanche
Diodes (SPADs), or streak cameras, the most promising
ones, which are undergoing a fast optimization of their
specifications, seem to be SPAD arrays and MCP-based
cameras [197]. In the present review, we have discussed
applications of a recently development MCP-based camera
(LINCam) and of SPAD arrays for super-resolution lifetime
imaging. CMOS-based custom-built SPAD arrays represent an emerging class of imaging detectors [196, 198]
offering megapixel detector size, high sensitivity, and
high temporal resolution (see Figure 12e). In parallel, in
the field of high-energy physics, pixelated time-resolved
microchip detector technology has been developed, such
as the Medipix/Timepix family of detectors, providing also
nanosecond temporal resolution.
Aside from new developments in hardware, we do also
expect improvements in algorithms that can boost localization. The fact that the PSF and the radiation pattern
are strongly modified for emitters close to nanophotonic
structures can be used as a resource for improving the
localization precision and accuracy, since these modifications depend on the relative position of an emitter with
respect to the nanostructure. While it is a Herculean task
to perform physics-based simulations of such experiments,
data-driven techniques that are based on a priori measured calibration libraries of the PSF and radiation pattern
as function of the geometry may provide new ways of efficient data analysis that are computationally affordable. For
instance, Buijs et al. [113] (see Figure 12f) recently reported
a 𝜆∕200 localization precision of an emitter with respect
to a nanostructure by using just a library of diffraction
patterns.
In summary, the combination of ideas, tool, and
concepts from super-resolution bioimaging with those
from nanophotonics are highly fruitful and inspiring for
both fields of research: cutting-edge SMLM helps to gain
deeper insight into fundamental light–matter interaction
in nanophotonic devices and structures, while physical principles and effects from nanophotonics and plasmonics help to devise new methods of super-resolution
microscopy that have unprecedented accuracy and precision. We hope that our review could give a fair overview of
the current state-of-the art of the extremely prolific interplay between super-resolution SMLM and nanophotonics,
and that it will inspire future new developments at the
interface of both fields.
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